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Learn English lessons in English and exercises #109163: Enough with the present Perfect... Teaching (also) is repeated over and over again, patiently, and repeat other times for students to get the impression that they may have already heard about the topic the teacher is developing... but not heard enough to be able not to make the same mistakes again...
This is what occurred to me again when I read a question from a very advanced student: Assessment of Action ?... What exactly do you mean by that, please? So I realized that the delicate question of true perfection had to be practiced again, especially since time did not exist in French or other languages... PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE : 1) How to do it: It
is built with anc: HAVE, only: is/has (in 3rd pers. sing.) - past participle main verb: Past partpleici is either the main verb and ed (for regular verbs), or the 3rd column of irregular verbs (to be known by heart! ) - In the interrogation form you just have to do ancillary/subject inversion, and in a negative way, you just have to add no !ex : Have you finished the
exercise? Yes, I have, but look at Paul, he is not finished.2) When to use it: A) When the moment when the action occurs is not mentioned to express a connection or consequence between the past action and the current situation: the former : He can not go on vacation because he caught the epidemic mumps. (He is sick and contagious... He should not
spread his illness and therefore should stay at home and not go on vacation! ) B) When ACTION ASSESSED, because ACTION STRESSED (did you do this action or not? former : Have you seen this movie? ('Have you seen it, or not?', implied) the former : She did not meet my brother (Meeting is an important point. C) Action started in the past and has a
visible result in present.ex : Look! Someone dropped out of class! (and didn't report it ... so it hasn't been cleaned! ) Disgusting! In the present. D ) The sentence in the present perfect may contain an adverb expressing the idea of the time: already, always / never, not... however, so far ... (Be careful where to place the adverb : between the had and the main
verb!) Ex: Have you ever seen Star Wars? Of course! I've already watched this movie several times ! E ) Used with FOR and SINCE : FOR is used to express duration (week, three months, ten years) and SINCE to indicate the starting point (Xmas, 2001, 6 hours ...) former : I was here for one hour. (60 minutes) A few verbs : be, know, want, love, etc., can not
be in the present perfect in form-ing. ex: I liked this singer as I attended one of his concerts. PRESENT PERFECT'S - ING : The real perfect in -ing and/ was VERB and ingex : He has been practicing piano for ten years, now. (It started 10 years ago, still does so now and the duration of the training is long.) These two forms (simple or in - ING) are sometimes
possible. Ok! I hope it's clearer ... Good luck with the exercise! Let's do it! Twitter ShareEnglish Exercise Enough With Present Perfect... created here4u with a test builder. More lessons and exercises from here4u Click here to see the current stats of this English test Please log in to maintain your progress. End of free exercise to learn English: Enough with a
real Perfect ... Free English language training exercise for learning English.Other exercises in English on the same topics: Talking True Excellence All our lessons and exercises For information on how to make the present perfect, click here. Download this explanation in the PDF here. We use this time for incomplete and complete actions. Unfinished action
1: We use this time when we want to talk about incomplete actions or states or habits that began in the past and continue to this day. Usually we use it to say how long and we need to with or for. We often use walled verbs. I've known Karen since 1994. She has lived in London for three years. I've been here six months. 'Since' and 'For' We use 'since' with
fixed time in the past (2004, April 23 last year). Fixed time can be another action that in the past is simple (since I've been in school since I arrived). I've known Sam since 1992. I've liked chocolate since I was a kid. She's been here since 2 p.m. We use for a time period (2 hours, three years, six months). I've known Julie for 10 years. I was hungry for hours.
She caught a cold for a week. Ready Action 2: Life Experience. These are actions or events that occurred once in a person's life. We don't say when the experience happened, and the person should be alive now. We often use words always and never here. I was in Tokyo. They visited Paris three times. We've never seen this movie. 3: With the unfinished
word of time (this month, this week, today). The time period is still going on. I haven't seen her this month. She had three cups of coffee today. I've already moved home twice this year! We can't use the real perfect with a ready word of time. NO: I saw him yesterday. 4: End action with the result in the present (focus on the result). We often use the present
perfectly to talk about something that happened in the recent past, but it's still true or important now. Sometimes we can use the past just here, especially in US English. I lost my keys (so I can't get into my house). She hurt her leg (so she can't play tennis today). They missed the bus (so they would 5: We can also use the present perfectly to talk about
something that has happened recently, even if there is no clear result at present. This is often when we want to present news, and we often use words are simple /yet /already /lately. However, the past is just also correct in these cases, especially in US English. The queen gave a speech. I just saw Lucy. The Mayor announced a new plan for the development
of railways. Been and Gone In this time, we use both was and gone as past participle to go, but in slightly other circumstances. We use 'was' (often when we talk about life experience) to mean that the person we are talking about has visited the place and returned. I was in Paris (in my life, but now I'm in London where I live). She was at school today (but now
she's back home). They've never been to California. We use gone (often when we talk about action with the result now) to mean that the person has gone to the place and is in place now. Where's John? He went to the shops (now he's in the shops). Julie went to Mexico (now she's in Mexico). They went to Japan for three weeks (now they are in Japan).
Read more about the difference between the present and the past here. Learn more about the difference between a real perfect simple and a real perfect continuous here. Try some real perfect exercises here. Need more practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to
provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See
our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for more details. Words already, as, however, are simply often used with the present perfect. Below we'll see what they mean and how they're used with the real perfect. Form of the present perfect time Let's first consider the form of the present perfect time: Auxiliary 'have' (in a simple present form) - Verb (in the past
participle form) Various forms of the present perfect: Positive Negative Interrogation I did ... I didn't... You did...? Examples: Have you already written the report? No, I haven't written a report yet. Yes, I've already written the report. She just wrote a report. I've known her a long time. I've known her since 2007. Already, Since, For, however, is simply already
already an adverb used to show that something happened early, or earlier Khan expected. She's already sent a letter to the manager. The position already Already takes place between have/has and past participation (i.e. the middle position). Note that: Sometimes it may already come at the end of the sentence for more attention or show a great This is
especially common in informal speech: they have spent almost a lot of money on it already. It can also come in Position: Already supporters of the president-elect have taken to the streets to celebrate the occasion. So how can you use since when you mention a time or event in the past and that the situation has been going on ever since. I haven't seen
Lacey since 2014 with the 'Since' position used until when something started. For Za used to say how long something lasted. I haven't seen him in two years. The For position is used up to a certain period of time: for two years, for a long time, during the week... However, it is still used in negative suggestions to show that something has not happened so far.
It is also used in interrogator forms to ask if something has happened so far. I'm not done yet. Are you done yet? Position however usually comes at the end of the sentence. Just used to indicate that something happened in the near past, that is a very short time ago. Just goes between having/has and past participle (i.e. middle position). Related page pages
present perfect simple for since already yet exercises pdf. present perfect simple with for since yet already. grammar present perfect simple with for since yet already. present perfect simple with still yet already for since and just. present perfect simple with still yet already for since and just pdf. present perfect simple with already yet just ever never for and
since. سرد حرش   present perfect simple with for since yet already. ةدعاق حرش   present perfect simple with for since yet already
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